
APPLICATIONS OF MARTINGALE SYSTEM THEOREMS

BY

J. L. SNELLp)

1. Basic definitions. The following definitions are all relative to a triple

(S2, <B, Pr) in which ß is a space with points denoted by w, <B is a Borel field

of subsets of ñ which includes Í2, and Pr is a completely additive set function

defined on sets of <B such that for Ag®, OgPr {A} ^Pr {fl} =1. A random

variable is a function defined on ß having values on the real line extended by

the adjunction of — », + » and which is measurable with respect to <B, i.e.,

for every real number r, the w set {x(w) ¿r} is an element of 13. In the follow-

ing the Borel fields discussed will be assumed to be subfields of "B which in-

clude the set Q. If [xt, IGT] is any collection of random variables, the

Borel field generated by this collection is the smallest Borel field with re-

spect to which every member of the collection is measurable. A stochastic

process is a collection {x¡, Ft, tGP\, where T is a subset of the extended real

line, [Ft, IGT\ is an increasing collection of Borel fields in the sense that for

ti<t2, ¿AC ¿A, and x¡ is a random variable measurable with respect to Ft or

equal for almost all co to such a function. If the collection {x¡, tGT\ is re-

ferred to as a stochastic process, it will be understood that Ft is the Borel

field generated by {xs, s^t, s G T).

By means of the probability measure Pr we define a Lebesgue integral

and if a random variable x is integrable, we say that the expected value of

x exists and define the expected value, written ¿î{x}, by ¿ï{xj =Jaxdpr.

We do not require that E\x\ be finite. Let x be a random variable such that

¿ï{x} exists and ¿«'bea Borel field. Then (p defined by (p{A) =f\xdpr for A G F

is a completely additive set function defined on F which is absolutely continu-

ous with respect to probability measure, in the sense that </>{AJ =0 if

Pr {A} =0. By a generalization of the Radon-Nikodym theorem [5, p. 169]

there exists a random variable y which is measurable with respect to F,

for which E[y\ exists, and such that (AJA} =fnydpr. The random variable

y is unique up to a set of probability measure zero. This discussion justifies

the following definition.

Definition 1.1. Let x be a random variable such that E{x} exists and

let F he a Borel field. The conditional expectation of x relative to F, written

¿s{x||F}, is defined as any w function y which is equal for almost all w to a
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function measurable with respect to F, such that E{y) exists, and such that

/ydpr =   I   xdpr
a J A

for all A G F.

Definition 1.2. A stochastic process {xt, Ft, tGT\ is a martingale if

(a) E{ I x, | j  < » for all / G T

(b) £{*«||F.}  = *«

with probability one whenever 5 </.

Such a stochastic process is a semimartingale if condition (a) is satisfied

and condition (b) is replaced by

(b') P{*\\P.\ = *•

with probability one whenever 5 <t.

If in the above definitions condition (a) is weakened to require only that

¿s{xtJ exists as a finite or infinite number, we shall refer to tnese processes as

generalized martingales and generalized semimartingales.

The development of martingales and semimartingales is contained in a

forthcoming book by J. L. Doob [3, Chapter 7]. We shall give here some of

the basic properties of these processes. The following two theorems are due

to Doob.

Theorem 1.1. If {x„, Fn, ra ̂  1} is a semimartingale such that sup„ E {| x„ | }

< », then limn^oo xn =xx exists with probability one, and E {| xj\ } < ».

Theorem 1.2. Let z be a random variable with E{ \z\ } < » and FiGF2

C • • • be an increasing sequence of Borel fields. Then E {z\\ Fn}, F„, 1 ;£ ra ̂  » ,

is a martingale and lim,,,,, ¿£ {z| | T7,,} = ¿í{:s||¿A}. Here Fx is the smallest Borel

field such that ¿AZ)U¿A The random variables of this martingale are uniformly

integrable.

Note that by condition (b) of Definition 1.2, if {x„, F„, «^ 1} is a martin-

gale, then £JxBj =£{xi} for all ra. Hence Theorem 1.1 implies that any

martingale with non-negative random variables converges with probability

one. If {x„, F„, ra^l} is a semimartingale, then by condition (b') we have

that E {x„} is monotone nondecreasing with n, so that if the random variables

are nonpositive, Theorem 1.2 implies that the random variables converge

with probability one.

The following interpretation of the elements of a stochastic process has

been found to be useful in the study of martingales. Let {x„, Fn, ra=5l} be

a stochastic process. Consider Xi to be a gambler's initial fortune and x„ his

fortune after ra —1 plays in a gambling game. Let F„ represent his knowledge

of the past and present after ra — 1 plays. This knowledge includes the values
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of the first ra random variables of the process. If {x„, Fn, ra è 1} is a generalized

semimartingale, the property £{x„+i|^„} ^x„ can be interpreted to mean

that the game is favorable to the gambler. In the case of a generalized

martingale, £{x„+i||F„} =x„ can be interpreted to mean that the game is

fair. Such an interpretation has suggested a class of theorems called system

theorems. These theorems are suggested by the fact that a favorable or a

fair game should still be favorable or fair if the gambler adopts a system of

play in place of simply making every play. For example suppose that the

gambler is permitted at each stage of play either to make the rath play with

resulting gain xn+i — x„ or to pass up the play with resulting zero gain. A

system of play for the gambler then can be described by a sequence {un )

of random variables such that un(w) = 1 if the gambler decides to make the

rath play and ra„(co) =0 if the gambler decides not to make this play. We im-

pose the condition {«„(«) =1} GFn corresponding to the fact that the player

must base his decision whether or not to make the rath play only on his

knowledge of the past and present. Under such a system of play his fortune

is given by {xn} where x„ is defined by

n-l

Xn   =   Xl  +   X UiiXj+l  —   Xj).
1

The gambling interpretation suggests that if {x„, F„, ra^ 1} is a semimartin-

gale (martingale), then the stochastic process {x„, Fn, ra^l} should also be

a semimartingale (martingale). Also in the case of the semimartingale we

should expect that £{x„} ^¿ï{x„} corresponding to the intuitive idea that,

the game being favorable, there should be no advantage to omitting any of

the plays. In §2 of this paper we shall give a "system" theorem suggested by

the above reasoning, and show the application of such a theorem to the study

of convergence properties of semimartingales. In §3 we shall discuss a game

problem which has applications in statistical decision theory.

2. Convergence properties of generalized semimartingales. The follow-

ing system theorem is suggested by the discussion at the end of §1. A closely

related theorem has been studied by Halmos [6].

Theorem 2.1. Let X= [xn, F„, ra^l} be a martingale and {un, ra^l} a

sequence of random variables such that un is measurable with respect to Fn.

Define x„ by
n-l

Xn   =   X UiiXj+l  —   Xj)  +   Xl.
1

If E {[ x„| } < » for all ra, then X = {x„, Fn, ra ̂  1} is a martingale. If X is a

semimartingale and the un's are non-negative, then X is a semimartingale. If in

this case the un's take on only the values 0 and 1, we have

(2.1) £{x„||Fi} g E{xn\\Fi}
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with probability one.

Proof. From the definition of x„ we have

(2.1.1) E{xn+i — xn\\Fn} = E{u„ixn+i — xn)\\F„)

with probability one. Since un is measurable with respect to Fn,

(2.1.2) E{u„ixn+i — xn)\\Fn} = u„E{xn+i - xn\\Fn}

with probability one. Hence if A7- is a martingale, the right side of (2.1.2) is

equal to 0, and if X is a semimartingale and un^0, the right side of (2.1.2)

is greater than or equal to 0. Hence, by (2.1.1), X is a martingale in the first

case and a semimartingale in the second. Finally, assume that u„ takes on

only the values 0 or 1. Let VGFi- Then,

(2.1.3) I  (x„ - xn)dpr = XI  I (*¿+i - Xj)dpr
«A                            w* í«í(«)-ol

and since [Ujiu>) =0} G¿*V and X is a semimartingale, each term of the sum

on the right side of (2.1.3) is greater than or equal to 0. This completes the

proof.

Let ¿>i, b2, ■ ■ ■ , bn be any real numbers, and let ri, r2 be real numbers

with ri<r2. The number of upcrossings b of the interval [ri, r2] by bu ■ ■ ■ , b„

is defined as the number of times the sequence bi, b2, ■ ■ ■ , bn passes from

below n to above r2. More precisely, let b31 he the first b{ (if any) for which

bi^ri, and in general let bSj be the first &,- (if any) after bSj-i for which

bi è r2 ij even),        bi ;£ ri (j odd).

Then the number of upcrossings is b where 2b is the largest even integer j for

which bSj is defined, and b=0 if bS2 is not defined.

Doob [4] has proved that if {xn, Fn, l^n^m} is a martingale, and if

ô(îo) is the number of upcrossings of [ri, r2] by Xi(co), • • • , xm(co), then

r2 - n

We shall now prove a similar inequality for generalized semimartingales.

Theorem 2.2. Let {xn, F„, l^n^m} be a generalized semimartingale, and

let ö(w) be the number of upcrossings of [ri, r2j by the sequence xi(co), • • ■ ,

xm(w). Then

(2.2) ^INS*""-"'1"'1
r2 — ri

with probability orae(2).

(2) Throughout this paper we shall use the notation x+ for max (*, 0) and x~ for min (x, 0).
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Before proving the theorem, we note that if expectations of both sides of

(2.2) are taken, we obtain

.   j  ^ E{jxm - n)+\   ^ E[ I x,„| } + | ri| _

r2 — ri r2 — rx

Thus Doob's result is true also for semimartingales. To prove the theorem we

assume first that the xn's are non-negative and that ri =0. Define co functions

Si, ■ • ■ , sm as in the definition of upcrossings in terms of Xi(co)=Z>i, • • • ,

xm(co) =bm. Define s„(w) =m + l if not otherwise defined. Define random vari-

ables «i, • • -, Mm_i by

«„(co) = 1    if    Siiti) ^ n < Si+iio>)    for i odd

= 0    otherwise.

Then w„ is measurable with respect to Fn since

{un(w) =  1}   =    U    { {*(«) S »} -  {**fl(«) = »} }■
i odd

If we now interpret Xi as a gambler's initial fortune and xn as his fortune

after ra — 1 plays of a game of chance, then we see that during the plays

which occur between s¿(«) and s,+i(w), for i odd and s,+i(w) ¿m, the gambler's

fortune increases by at least an amount r2. Since the number of such intervals

is b(u), we see that if the gambler were to make only these plays, his final

fortune, call it x(w), would satisfy the following inequality:

(2.2.1) x(u) ^ r2b(u).

Such a system of play is described by means of the un's and then x(u) =xi(w)

+ X^i1 My(ü))(xy+i(w) —Xy(co)). If E{| x„| } < » for all ra, by Theorem 2.1 we

have

(2.2.2) ^HkM  ^ E{xm\\Fi}

with probability one. Without assuming the E{ | xn| } < » the proof follows

that of Theorem 2.1 since all the relevant expectations exist in this case.

Combining (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) we have

r2

with probability one as was to be proved. To prove the general case in which

it is not assi med that the x„'s are non-negative and ri=0, we proceed as

follows. Let

x„ = (x„ — ri)+, ra = 1, • • • , m.

Then it is easily seen that {x„, Fn, l^n^m} is a generalized semimartingale

and that the number of upcrossings of [ri, r2] by Xi(w), • • • , xm(w) is the
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same as the number of upcrossings of [O, r2 — ri] by Xi(w), ■ • • , xm(u). Thus

by the first part of the proof we have

£{i||Fl} < ^"il^ = Mi*» - ri)+\\Fi}
r2 — ri r2 — ri

with probability one. This completes the proof.

Corollary 2.2. Let \x„, Fn, i^n^m} be a stochastic process such that

the random variables x„ are non-negative and such that { — x„, Fn, l^n^m}

is a generalized semimartingale. Let b(u) be the number of upcrossings of [rx, r2]

by Xi(a>), ■ • ■ , xm(u) where r2>ri>0. Then

.  ..    ,       2r2 — rx
E{b\\Fi) ^-

r2 — ri

with probability one.   '

Proof. Let b be the number of upcrossings of { — x„, l^ra^w} for the

interval [ — r2, —r%\. Then by Theorem 2.2 we have

_.„,_,  ^E{(-Xm + r2r\\Fi\
E\b\\Fi) g-

r2 — rx

with probability one. Since xm is non-negative we have

(2.2.3) E{b\\Fi} £ ——
r2 — ri

with probability one. From the definition of 5

(2.2.4) b(a>) g b(u) + 1.

Combining (2.2.3) and (2.2.4) we have

2r2 - r,
E{b\\Fi}

ft — fi

with probability one, as was to be proved.

Using Theorem 2.2 it is easy to prove Doob's Theorem 1.1. We shall in-

stead prove a slight generalization of Theorem 1.1 which will apply to gen-

eralized semimartingales.

Theorem 2.3. Let X={xn, Fn, ra^l} be a generalized semimartingale.

Then lim„_M x„(w) =xM(co) exists as a finite or negatively infinite limit for almost

all a) such that inf*, supn £{x^"||7'<;} < ».

We shall prove the theorem by showing that for almost all co such that the

sequence  (x„(w)}  diverges or converges to + »  we have for all k, with
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probability one,

(2.3.1) supE{x+n\\Fk} = ».
n

Let r2>ri be real numbers and define Vrin by

Vrirt = {lim sup x„(co) > r2 > ri > lim inf x„(lo) }.
n n

Let bk,m(w) be the number of upcrossings of [ri, r2] by xk(co), • • • , xm(w).

For wG VTlrV bk,m(u) goes monotonically to + » as ra approaches infinity.

Hence by Theorem 2.2 we have (2.3.1) for almost all w in Vr¡ri. Since any

point of divergence is in some VTtr, for ri and r2 rational, we have (2.3.1) for

almost all points of divergence. Let A = {lim x„(to) = + » }. If (2.3.1) is not

true for almost all co of A, then for some N and some ko the set

A"= {sup £{x+||¿A} <N] is such that Pr {AA*} >0. But

(2.3.2) f     E{x+n\\Fko}dpr =   f     xndpr, n ^ ko.

By Fatou's lemma the right side of (2.3.2) approaches + » as ra approaches

» . The left side on the other hand is always less than TV Pr {A^}. This is a

contradiction. Hence a set such as A^ cannot exist. This completes the proof.

Corollary 2.3. Let {x„, Fn, ra^l} be a generalized martingale such that

for some random variable z with ¿ï{|z| } <», for all ra^l, ¿¿{zUr7«} ^xn

with probability one. Then lim,,^«, x„(w) =xco(co) exists with probability one, is

finite for almost all w of the set {infn xn(w) < » }, and E {x^D Fi} ¿Xi with prob-

ability one.

Proof. Let yn=xn — E{ z\\Fn\. Then {yn, Fn, ra^l} is a generalized martin-

gale with non-negative random variables. By Theorem 1.2

lim£{Z||F„} = E{z\\Fx]
n—»w

with probability one. By Theorem 2.3, lim,,..«, y„=yoo exists and is finite for

almost all w of the set {inf„ y„(w) < » ). Since infn ¿¿{zH^,,} =¿í{á||¿700} < »

with probability one, we have that lim,,..«, xn =x00 exists and is finite for almost

all w of the set {inf x„(co) < » }, as was to be proved. Since y„^0 for all ra

with probability one, it follows from Fatou's lemma that ¿î{yool|7i'i} ^yi

with probability one and hence also that E {xj\ Fi \ ^xi with probability one.

Let x be a random variable with E{ |x| } < » and FiGFzG • • • an in-

creasing sequence of Borel fields. Then by Theorem 1.2, lim ¿ïJxHF,,}

= ¿í{x||¿A} with probability one, where ¿A is the smallest Borel field which

includes U„F„. We shall now give an example to show that this result need

not hold if it is assumed only that E {x} exists.

Consider the probability space (ß, CB, Pr) with ß the interval [O, 1 ] of the
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real line, "B the set of Lebesgue measurable sets, and Pr measure as Lebesgue

measure. Let Fn be the field generated by the intervals [j/2n, 0'+l)/2n],

j=0, 1, • • ■ , 2n_A Let ¿A be the smallest Borel field containing U„¿A De-

fine measurable functions {x„, ra^l} such that x„ is non-negative, and such

that

(a) Pr {*,(«) g —1   £ 1 - —
\ 2") 2"

and

(b) | xndpr^—, j = 0, 1, • • • , 2"-].
J [)72",(j+D/2nj ra

Let x = 2^x„. Then x is finite-valued with probability one and

/xdpr = Yl  I xndpr
[;72",(¡'+l)/2n] J [i/2".()+l)/2"]

*£-!-■

n       W

Therefore, if FGF», fvxdpr= », so that ¿¿{xH^,,} = » with probability

one. On the other hand ¿í{x||¿A} —* with probability one since x is measur-

able with respect to ¿A- However, x is finite with probability one, so that

£{x||¿A} Klim,,,«, £{x[|¿A} with probability one.

Theorem 2.4. Let x be a random variable such that ¿s{x} > — » and Fi

GFzG • • -an increasing sequence of Borel fields. Then lim ¿s{x||F„} =y

exists with probability one. Let F„ be the smallest Borel field containing U„Fn.

Then

(2.4.1) y^E[x\\Fx)

with probability one. If Pr {y(w) < » } =1, then there is equality in (2.4.1).

By Theorem 1.1, lim ¿J{x~|A„} =£{x~||Fk,} with probability one. The

process {e{x+||Fn), raï: 1} is a generalized martingale and by Corollary 2.3

lim ¿î{x+||F„} =y+ exists with probability one. To prove (2.4.1) it is thus

sufficient to prove

(2.4.2) y+ ^ £{x+||¿A}

with probability one. Let xiv=min (x+, N) with N a positive integer. By

Theorem 1.1

lim E{xN\\Fn] = E{xn\\Fx)
n—*<*>

with probability one. Hence for each N we have
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(2.4.3) y+^E{xN\\Fa\

with probability one. On the other hand,

(2.4.4) WxnE[xN\\Fx) = E[x+\\FX)

with probability one. Hence, by (2.4.3) and (2.4.4) we have (2.4.2). Assume

now that Pr {y(co)<»}=l. To prove equality in (2.4.1) we need only

prove that y+=¿í{x+||¿A} with probability one. We shall do this by proving

that for any VGFX

(2.4.5) f y+dpr =   f E{x+\\Fx}dpr.
J v J v

The set function <£ defined by (p(V) = fyy+dpr, VGF'„, is sigma finite.

Here F'„ is the Borel field of sets of ¿A and sets which differ from such sets by

sets of probability 0. Sigma finite means that there is a sequence { Vj\,

VjGF'„, such that ß = UyFy and 0(F3) < » for all j. That such a sequence

exists follows from the fact that Pr {y+(w) < » } =1. By (2.4.2) the same is

true for the set function (p' defined by (p'(V)=fvE{x+\\Fx\dpr, VGFL-

Hence, these set functions are determined by their values for F£U„¿A It is

sufficient then to prove (2.4.5) for only these V. Let VGFm. By Fatou's

lemma,

(  y+dpr ^   J  E{x+\\Fn}dpr.

But, for n>m, VGFn and ¿^ so that

f E[x+\\Fn}dpr =   f E{x+\\Fx]dpr.
J y J y

Therefore,

(2.4.6) f y+dpr ̂    f E{x+\\Fx}dpr.
J y J y

On the other hand, by (2.4.2),

j  y+dpr è   j  E{ x+||¿A} dpr.
J y J y

Hence, there must be equality in (2.4.6), as was to be proved.

3. A problem in sequential game theory. Let Z=\zn, Fn, ra^l} be a

stochastic process. In this section we shall interpret z„ as representing a

gambler's loss after ra plays of a gambling game, and Fn as representing his

knowledge of the past and present at that time. With this interpretation,

assume that the gambler wishes to play for a while and then quit. A system
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for quitting play can be described by a random variable defined as follows:

Definition 3.1. Let { Fn, n ^ 1} be an increasing sequence of Borel fields.

A random variable m whose values are positive integers or + » is a stopping

random variable relative to  { Fn, ra ̂  1}  if

(a) \m(u¡) =j\ differs by at most a set of probability 0 from a set of F¡.

(b) Pr {m(tt)< « }=1.

The condition (a) corresponds to the fact that the decision to stop at

the jth play should be based only on the gambler's information at that time.

Condition (b) gives the gambler a certain assurance of stopping some time.

If the gambler adopts a system for quitting defined by a stopping random

variable m, then he will have a final loss represented by z with

z(<S) = Zj(u)    if   m(w) = j

= 0 if   rai(co) =  ».

We shall say that the pair (m, z) is a stopping pair for \zn, Fn, ra^l}. We

shall be interested in this section in describing a "best" stopping random

variable assuming that the gambler thinks only in terms of minimizing the

expected value of his final loss.

Definition 3.2. Let Z= {z„, F„, ra^l} be a stochastic process such that

for any stopping pair (m, z) the E\z\ exists. Then for «>0, (m, z) is an e

minimizing stopping pair if for any other stopping pair (in, z) for Z we have

E{z) ^ E[z) - i.

The stopping pair (m, z) for Z is a minimizing stopping pair if for any other

stopping pair (m, z) for Z we have

E{z) ^E[z).

It is easily seen that if (m, z) is a minimizing pair for Z and (m, z) any

other stopping pair for Z, then for any k

E{z\\Fk) ^ E{z\\Fk}

for almost all w of the set {m(u>) ̂ k, m(co) s^k}. Hence if a gambler adopts a

system of stopping determined by a minimizing pair, in terms of expecta-

tion, it will always look as good as any other system. We shall, in this part, be

interested in describing e minimizing and minimizing pairs.

We consider first the case that Z = {z„, Fn, ra ̂  1} is a generalized semi-

martingale. The semimartingale property suggests that in this case the game

is unfavorable and hence it would seem that the best thing to do is to quit as

soon as possible, i.e., that a minimizing pair should be determined by m = 1

for all o). This is not true in general. In fact Doob [3] has given examples of

martingales Z = [zn, Fn, n = 1} such that the random variables are non-

negative, ¿î{zi} =1, and lining z„=0 with probability one. A martingale,

we recall, is a special case of a generalized semimartingale. For such a process
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an e minimizing pair exists for any e>0 and is determined by m defined by:

[m(w) = j}  =  {**(«) > e, k < j, z>(co) ^ e}

=  »    if undefined above.

If (m, z) is the stopping pair determined by m, then E\z\ ?£e. Hence it is

obvious that in this case m = i does not determine a minimizing pair.

Definition 3.3. A generalized semimartingale {zn, Fn, ra^l} is regular

if for any stopping pair (m, z) the E[z) exists and for ra = 1, 2, • • •

(3.3) E{4Fn)    ̂ Zn

for almost all ic of the set {?ra(co)^ra}.

It is easily seen that for Z= [z„, F„, ra^l} to be regular it is sufficient that

(3.3) be true for all (m, z) with m^ko with ko a fixed integer. Hence, if

Z=[zn, ¿A ra^ 1} is a generalized semimartingale such that for some k it is

true that Zk = {z„, Fn, n ^ k} is regular, then Z is also regular.

If Z= \zn, ¿A ra^l} is a regular generalized semimartingale, then it is

clear that a minimizing pair is determined by m(w) =1 for all w. Note that

for such a process a minimizing pair for Zk = {zn, Fn, n è k} is determined by

m defined by m(oi) =k for all w. Hence, for a game in which the loss is repre-

sented by a regular generalized semimartingale, at any stage of the play

the prospects do not warrant continuing play. We shall show that minimizing

pairs for more general processes can be obtained in terms of a regular general-

ized semimartingale. We shall need first to prove some results concerning

collections of semimartingales.

Definition 3.4. Let {xt, tGT} be a collection of random variables. The

ess supígrXí is any random variable x such that, for any IGT, x¡^x with

probability one, and if y is any other random variable having this property,

then y^x with probability one.

It is clear from the above definition that any two ess sups for a given

collection are equal with probability one. Also if T is denumerable, then

supiGr xt is an ess sup.

Theorem 3.2. Any collection {xt, tGT} of random variables has an ess sup.

To prove this theorem introduce a partial ordering into the set of all

finitely additive set functions of bounded variation defined on the basic

Borel field <B by putting (¡>i<(¡>2 if (bi(V) ú<pz(V) for all FG<B. Bochner and

Phillips [2] have shown that any collection of such set functions which has

an upper bound has a least upper bound. From their proof it is seen that if

the original set functions are completely additive and absolutely continuous

with respect to Pr measure, then the least upper bound will also have these

properties. Thus if (p is the least upper bound of the set functions [(pt, tGT)

defined by
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<Pt(V) =   I  arc tan xtdpr for V G <B,
J y

then (p is absolutely continuous and

</>(F) =   j   xdpr for F£fi.

It is clear then that tan x is an ess sup for {x*, tGT} ■

Theorem 3.3.Let [Xs, sGS} be a collection of generalized semimartingales

Xs=\xs,n, ¿A raïïl} having common Borel fields. Let x„=ess supsgs «,,„.

If E {xn \ exists for all n, then X = {xn, Fn, n =ï 1} is a generalized semimartin-

gale. If the Xs are all regular, then X will also be regular provided that for any

stopping pair (m, x) for X the E {x} exists.

Proof. Since x„ =ess supsgs xs,n we have for any sGS and any ra ̂  2

(3.3.1) E[xn\\Fn^i) ^ E{xs.n\\Fn-i}

with probability one. By the semimartingale property of Xs we have also

(3.3.2) £{x,,„|¡F„_i} à xs,n_i

with probability one. Hence for any sGS we have

(3.3.3) ¿?{xB||¿A_i} ^ xs,n_i

with probability one. Hence by the definition of ess sup

E{xJLf„_i}   ^ ess sup xs,„_i = x„_i

with probability one for ra^2. Thus X is a generalized semimartingale. As-

sume now that the Xs are regular. Let (m, x) be a stopping pair for X with

m^k with probability one. By hypothesis E\x\ exists. Then m determines

a stopping pair (m, x") for Xs for each sGS and by the regularity of Xs

E{x°\\Fk} ^ xSik

with probability one. Since x^xs with probability one for each s, we have

E{x\\Fk\ ^ *,,*.

Hence,

¿ïJxIIFji}  ï; ess sup xs,k = xk
«(=s

with probability one. As previously remarked this is sufficient to assure the

regularity of X.

Let X= {x„, ¿A «2;1} and Y= \yn, Fn, ra^l} be two stochastic processes

having the same Borel fields. We shall say that Y<X with probability one
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if yn^xn with probability one for all ra. We shall say that Y = X with prob-

ability one if y„ =x„ with probability one for all ra.

Definition 3.4. Let Z={zn, Fn, ra^l} be a stochastic process. Then X

= {x„, ¿A ra ̂  1J is a maximal generalized semimartingale (maximal generalized

regular semimartingale) relative to Z if X is a generalized semimartingale

(generalized regular semimartingale) with X<Z with probability one and

for any other such generalized semimartingale (generalized regular semi-

martingale) with Y<Z with probability one, we have also Y<X with prob-

ability one.

It is clear from the above definition that any two maximal generalized

semimartingales (maximal generalized regular semimartingales) relative to

the same stochastic process are equal with probability one. Hence when we

refer to "the" maximal regular generalized semimartingale we shall under-

stand any particular representation.

In the followingjve shall refer to:

Hypothesis A. The stochastic process Z={z„, Fn, rajgl} satisfies hy-

pothesis A if there exists a random variable u almost everywhere nonpositive

with £{«}> — » and such that zn^u with probability one for raïïl.

Theorem 3.4. Let Z={zn, Fn, ra^l} be a stochastic process satisfying

hypothesis A. There exists a maximal generalized semimartingale (maximal

regular generalized semimartingale) relative to Z.

We shall prove only the regular part of the theorem, the proof of the

other half is similar. Let u be the random variable of hypothesis A. By

Theorem 1.2, U: {¿Í{ra||Fn}, F„, ra^l} is a martingale whose random vari-

ables are uniformly integrable. This process is then a regular generalized semi-

martingale (see Appendix Corollary A.l). It is clear that U<Z with prob-

ability one. Let {Xs, sGS} be the class of all regular generalized semi-

martingales Xs= {x,,n, ¿A, ra^l} such that X,<Z with probability one. We

have just seen that this class is not empty. Let x„ =ess sup, x„,8. By Theorem

3.3, X= [x„, ¿A ra^ 1} is a regular generalized semimartingale. It is clearly

a maximal such process.

Theorem 3.5. Let Z= \zn, ¿A w^ 1} be a stochastic process satisfying hy-

pothesis A and let X= {x„, Fn, «^ 1} be the maximal regular generalized semi-

martingale (maximal generalized semimartingale) relative to Z. Then

(a) xn = min (zn, E{xn+i\\Fn})

with probability one for all ra, and

(b) lim inf xn = lim inf z„
n n

with probability one.
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We prove only the regular part of the theorem, the proof of the other

half being similar. If (a) is not true, then for some r we have xr

<min (zr, ¿¿{xr+iHiV}) with positive probability. Define X' = [x'n, Fn, ra^l}

by
/

= min (zr, £{xr+i||^r}), n = r,

= £{«11*»}, w < r.

Here u is the random variable from hypothesis A. Then X' is clearly a gen-

eralized semimartingale with X'<Z with probability one. Also it is regular

since it has the same random variables as X for n>r and X is regular. How-

ever, it is not true that X' <X with probability one, which is a contradiction.

Hence X must have property (a). We next prove (b). By hypothesis A,

E[in{j£n Zj\ ^E\u\ > — » for all ra. Since infy^n z¡ is monotone nondecreas-

ing, it is easily verified that the process {¿ï{inf,èn Sj||T7»}, ¿A, ra^l} is a

regular generalized semimartingale less than Z with probability one. By the

maximality of X we have ¿2{infygn z^T",,} ¿ï„ with probability one for each

ra. By the monotonicity of the infj^n z¡ we have

xn §: ¿?{inf Zj-II^b}, m g ra,
Jam

with probability one. Therefore, for each m,

lim inf xn è lim inf £{inf z^i*"»}
n n j^m

with probability one. By Theorem 2.4

lim inf £{inf z,||f„}   ^ inf z¡
n j^rn j^m

with probability one. Hence,

lim inf x„ S: lim inf z„
n n

with probability one. However, since x„gz„ with probability one, the last

inequality must be an equality, as was to be proved.

Theorem 3.6. Let Z={zn, F„, ra^lj be a stochastic process such that hy-

pothesis A is satisfied. Let X— {x„, Fn, ra ̂  1} be the maximal regular generalized

semimartingale relative to Z. Then m defined by

m(u¡) = 1 if Xi(co) = »

= j  if xk(<ii) < zk(oi) — « for  k < j and Xj(oj) ^ 2,(01) — e

=  »   if undefined by above

determines an e minimizing pair (m, z) for Z. For every n
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(3.6) E{xn\  =   inf   E{z)
im,z)

where (m, z) is any stopping pair with m^n with probability one.

Proof. We shall first prove that »ra is a stopping random variable relative

to [Fn, ra^l}- We need only prove that Pr {m(o>) < » } =1. Define X'

= {x„, Fn, ra^l} by

x„(«) = x„(co), ra ^ m(œ),

= xm(a,)(a)), ra > m(w).

We shall prove that X' is a generalized martingale. Let VGFn. Since x„(w)

= x'n+l(o)) if m(cú) gra, we have

(3.6.1) I       x'ndpr =        I       x'n+idpr.

By Theorem 3.5(a), x„=min (z„, ¿t{xn+i||E„)) with probability one. Hence

for almost all co of the set {?ra(w)>ra} we have x„(w) <z„(co) and x„(w)

= E{x„+i||F„}. Thus,

I       Xndpr =        I       £{x„+i||F„}ápr

7(m(»)>nl 7[m(u)>nl

and since V[m(co)>n} is in ¿A we have

(3.6.2) xndpr = xn+idpr.

V{mW)>n) V{mM>n)

Since x„(cd) =x„(w) and x„+i(w) =xn+1(u) for « in the set {?ra(co)>ra}, we can

combine (3.6.1) and (3.6.2) to obtain

/ x'ndpr =   f  x'n+idpr

Thus we have proved that X' is a generalized martingale. We shall now

prove that X' satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 2.3. Let u be the random

variable of hypothesis A and define u' by

m'(co) = £{w||F*}    if   m(oi) = k

= m(co) if    w(co) =   » .

Then ra'^0 with probability one and ¿2{«'} =E[u} > — ». We shall prove

that xn = £{M'||7"„} with probability one for all ra. It is sufficient to prove

that for VGFn
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(3.6.3) Í u'dpr ^   J   x'ndpr.
J y J y

Let k be an integer less than or equal to ra. By the maximality of X, E {ra|| Fk}

gXjt with probability one. If m(u)=k, then u'(u) =E[u\\Fk\ and xk(oi)

= x„(co). Hence for almost all oi of the set {m(u) =k\ we have u'(u>) ^x„(co).

Therefore,

(3.6.4) I       u'dpr ^        I       x'ndpr.

F|«W = »! V{mM = h¡

Since (3.6.4) is true for any k^n, we have

(3.6.5) J       «'¿pr ?S xndpr.

Assume now that k>n. Then ra'(co) =£{ra||Fi} on the set {raz(co)=&} and

V{m(b))=k}GFh, so that

(3.6.6) I       w'dpr =        I      £{«11**} =        |      «dpr.

If raj(co) = », then m'(co) =m(co), and hence

(3.6.7) |      «'<Zpr =        I       radpr.

Vím(u)=o«l 7|mM=»)

From (3.6.6) and (3.6.7) we have

|       u'dpr = raápr.

V(m(o,)>n! V{mM>n)

Since F{raî(w)>ra} is in £„, the last equality gives

(3.6.8) f     «'¿pr =        f     E{u\\F„)dpr.

7(mM>n¡ 7(m(»)>n)

For almost all w of the set {m(o))>n} we have x„(w) =x„(w) =E{w||*„}.

Hence (3.6.8) gives

(3.6.9) J      u'dpr á       f     x„¿pr.

7{m(«)>n) V(m(*>)>n)

From (3.6.9) and (3.6.5) we have (3.6.3) as was to be proved. Hence we can
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apply Corollary 2.3 to the X' process and we have by this corollary that

lim x'n=xx exists with probability one, xx(œ) < » for almost all w such that

Xi(co) < », and finally that

(3.6.10) £{xM||£i} g x'i = xi

with probability one. Since Xi(w) < » for all u of the set {w(co) = » }, we

have, for almost all such oi, lim x„(co) < » and z„(oi) >x„(oi)+i for all ra. These

two facts imply that for almost all co of the set [m(u>) = » }

lim inf x„(oi) < lim inf zn(co).
n n

By Theorem 3.5 (b), Pr {m(u>) = » } =0. Thus m defines a stopping random

variable. Let (m, z) and (m, x) be the stopping pairs determined by m for Z

and X respectively. From the definition of X' we see that x00=x with prob-

ability one. By the regularity of X we have

(3.6.11) *HI*i} ^ xi

with probability one. From (3.6.10) and (3.6.11) we have £{x||£i} =Xi with

probability one. From the definition of m,

£{z||£i}  g £{x||£i} + e = Xi + e

with probability one. Hence,

(3.6.12) E{z) è E{xi] +e.

Let m be any other stopping random variable relative to {*„, ra ̂  1} and let

(m, z) and (m, x) be the stopping pairs determined by m for Z and X respec-

tively. Then since X<Z and X is regular, we have

(3.6.13) £{z} ^ £Íx} ^ £{xi}.

Thus by (3.6.12) and (3.6.13) we have

E[z) ^ E{z] - €

and (m, z) is an € minimizing pair for Z. The statement (3.6) follows from the

first part of the theorem if we note that the maximal generalized regular

semimartingale relative to Zm= [zn, *„, n^m} is Xm= {xn, £„, n~ïzm).

Theorem 3.7. Let Z=[zn, Fn, ra^l} be a stochastic process satisfying

hypothesis A. Let X = [xn, Fn, raè 1} be the maximal regular generalized semi-

martingale relative to Z. Define m by

m(u>) = 1 if Xi(co) = »

= j  if xk(œ) < zk(cii) for k < j and x3(o)) = Zj(oi)

= »  if undefined by above.
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If Pr {m(<u) < » } = 1, then a minimizing pair for Z exists. Such a pair can be

determined by m. In particular this will be true if lim z„ = » with probability

one. Conversely, if a minimizing pair (m, z) for Z exists, then Pr [m(ui) < » }

= 1 and m determines a minimizing pair for Z such that m^m with probability

one.

Assume first that Pr {m(a)) < » } =1. Let (m, z) be the stopping pair de-

termined by m. Following the proof of the first part of Theorem 3.6 we can

obtain that £{z} =£{xi} and hence by (3.6) that (m, z) is a minimizing

pair. Assume now that lim„,M z„= » with probability one. Again following

the proof of Theorem 3.6 we can prove that lim x„(<o) =x«,(w) exists as a finite

limit for almost all w of the set [m(u>) = » }. Thus by Theorem 3.5 (b),

Pr {m(co) = » } =0. To prove the converse it is sufficient to prove that if a

minimizing pair (m, z) exists, then m^m with probability one. If this is not

true, then for some j we have F= \m(u>) =j, m(u)>j} with Pr { V\ >0. We

shall show that this leads to a contradiction. Since by the definition of m

we have Xy(u) <Zj(o¡) for uGV, it follows that

(3.7.1) I   Xjdpr <   I  Zjdpr.
J y J y

Let (m, z) be the stopping pair for X determined by m. Then since X <Z

and (3.7.1) is true, we have

(3.7.2) E[z\ > E[x} ^ £{xi}.

The last inequality follows from the regularity of X. However, since (m, z)

is a minimizing pair for Z, E[z) =£{xi} by Theorem 3.5. This contradicts

(3.7.2).
Appendix. In a paper by Wald and Wolfowitz [7] it was shown that the

problem of the existence of a Bayes solution in sequential decision theory

could be considered, in our language, to be the problem of the existence of a

minimizing pair for a suitably chosen stochastic process. These authors then

proved the existence of such a stopping pair under certain hypotheses which

were natural from the statistical viewpoint. Arrow, Blackwell, and Girshick

[l ] obtained these results for a somewhat more general case and the methods

of this paper were suggested in a large part by their work. In [l ] the existence

of a minimizing pair is proved for a stochastic process Z= [zn, Fn, ra^l}

such that Zn=Tn+cn where r„ and cn are non-negative, measurable with re-

spect to Fn, r„^K a fixed constant for all ra, and cn is monotone nondecreasing

in ra with lim,,,«, c„ = ». As we shall see below under these hypotheses, any

generalized semimartingale less than Z with probability one is automatically

regular. Hence by Theorem 3.6 a minimizing pair exists and is determined by

the maximal generalized semimartingale relative to Z. Note that by Theorem

3.6 all that is needed for the existence of a minimizing pair in the case that
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the z„'s are non-negative is that limn,» z„= » with probability one. It is of

some interest to know when the minimizing pair can be characterized by the

maximal generalized semimartingale rather than the maximal regular gen-

eralized semimartingale. The following theorem is useful in this connection.

The theorem is essentially the same as a theorem of Doob [3, Chapter 7].

However, we shall give the proof since the language is different and minor

changes are necessary.

Theorem A.l. Let  [xn, Fn, raèl}  be a generalized semimartingale and

(m, x) be a stopping pair. Then if both

(a) E[x\ > - »,

(b) lim inf x„dpr = 0,

(mM>n)

it follows that for ra^l, £{x||£„} ~^x„for almost all w such that m(u)^n.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that if F= Fn{m(w)èra}  where VnGFn,

then

(4.1.1) J   xdpr ^   I   Xndpr.
J y J y

If fyxdpr = + », there is nothing to prove. Assume that fyxdpr< ». Then

x„dpr = xndpr + xndpr

V V{m(u)=n\ V{m(a,)>n\

i= x„dpr +       I       xn+idpr.

V{m(u) = n) V{mM>n}

The last inequality follows from the semimartingale property of the x„'s.

Continuing in this manner we obtain, for k>n,

(4.1.2) I    Xndpr = ¿ i       x¡dpr +        i       xkdpr.

V "   V{mM = j\ V[mM>k)

As k—>oo the first term on the right side of (4.1.2) approaches fvxdpr. By

condition (b) the inequality holds in the limit.

Corollary A.l. If X= {x„, F„, ra^l} is a generalized semimartingale,

then X is regular if either of the following conditions is satisfied:

(a) The random variables {xjj", ra=gl} are uniformly integrable.

(b) Hypothesis A is satisfied and there exists a random variable z =g 0 with
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E[z} < <x>, and a sequence of integers ji<jz,< ■ • ■ such that xk'^Xji — z for k}tjt,

i'sä 1, for almost all u.

Either condition (a) or (b) implies that for any stopping pair (m, z) condi-

tions (a) and (b) of Theorem A.l are satisfied. See [3, Chapter 7, p. 22]

for a proof of this fact. Hence X is regular.

Under the hypothesis imposed in (1) discussed in the first part of this

appendix we see that hypothesis (b) of Corollary A.l is satisfied for any gen-

eralized semimartingales less than the given process so that any such gen-

eralized semimartingale is regular.
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